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1. Introduction
One of the potential applications of water
electrospray in combination with the discharge is the
decontamination of water polluted with organic and
microbial pollutants. The presence of the electrical
discharge generating non-thermal plasma in the
spraying area allows for very efficient mass transfer
of plasma-generated species into water [1].
We investigated the effect of the water electrospray
in combination with positive DC corona discharge.
We observed a significant effect of the discharge on
the electrospray behavior and vice versa [2-5].
2. Imaging of corona generation during the
intermittent electrospray
We investigated the corona discharge generation
during the electrospray of water. Fig. 1 shows
different stages of the electrospraying event and the
discharge propagation from 0 to 3 ms.

Fig. 1: iCCD time sequence images of spindle mode
electrospraying of water with corona discharge.

The glow corona is first visible at the tip of the water
cone (0 ms). As this cone gradually elongates and
creates the filament which propagates towards the
grounded electrode, the glow corona remains present
at the tip of the filament and propagates with it (1.5
ms). After the detachment of the water fragment,
and the contraction of the water meniscus back
towards the nozzle, the glow corona disappears (2
ms). Finally, after a 3 ms, a new cone is formed, and
the filamentary discharge occurs from the cone tip.
We have shown that the appearance of the corona on
the water filament tip is primarily the electric field
effect due to the various curvatures of this water
filament tip [4].
3. Influence of the water conductivity on the
corona properties
Depending on the water electrical conductivity (K),
various jet properties were observed: pointy,

prolonged, and fast spreading water filaments for
lower K; in contrast to rounder, broader, and shorter
quickly disintegrating filaments for higher K.
When the K increases, the breakdown voltage for
corona-to-spark transition decreases (Fig. 2).

Fig. 2: I-V characteristics of the electrospray with corona
discharge. Different breakdown voltages for corona-tospark transition are due to different conductivity effect.

Since the highly conductive liquid acts as a good
conductor, the electric field is stronger on the highly
conductive water meniscus. The discharge is thus
permitted to occur at the liquid surface and the
discharge activity on the water filament tip is then
enhanced as the filament proceeds toward the
ground electrode.
For poorly conductive liquids, the liquid acts more
as an insulator and the electrical resistance of the
growing water filament suppresses the corona
activity on its surface. So the discharge is forced to
occur on the metal electrode. Subsequently, the
spark does not occur until the higher voltage [5].
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